
BASIC  
NAVIGATION 
WORKSHOP

27 & 29 January 2022



Overview 
Basic training to help people improve 

their map reading and navigation skills 
for trail running events. It will be aimed at 

events on footpaths and tracks in 
moorland terrain eg North York Moors, 

Yorkshire Dales, Peak District etc.

The level of delivery can be tailored to 
suit the group but the intention is that the 

training is for people with little or no 
navigation experience or those lacking 
confidence. It will not cover navigation 

away from tracks and paths and will start 
with very basic map reading. If you 

already have these skills then please be 
prepared to be patient or consider 

whether others would benefit more from 
the training.

Presented by Andrew McRoyall; qualified 
Mountain Leader (but not my day job) 

and keen orienteer.

Pre-Workshop 
No pre-event knowledge is required 

although studying a 1:25,000 OS map 
will be helpful (especially the map 

symbols).

Zoom Workshop 
Thursday 27 January 

7.30pm - 9.30pm 
A zoom workshop covering the theories 
behind maps and compass use. It will 
focus on 1:25,000 scale OS Explorer 

maps and Silva baseplate compasses. It 
will look at map symbols, scales and grid 
references. It will consider the things on 
a map that are unhelpful to trail runners 
and what can be ignored. There will be 
some contour work. The compass part 

will involve the theory of taking and 
plotting bearings.

Although not essential for the Zoom 
workshop it is recommended that 

participants have access to Ordnance 
Survey mapping equivalent to the 

1:25,000 scale Explorer Map OL26; 
North York Moors (West). A copy of the 

paper map will be easier to work with. In 
addition a baseplate compass is also 

recommended; any will do but the “gold” 
standard is probably the Silva Expedition 

4 model.

The session will start promptly at 
7.30pm. Joining details will be sent to 

participants (expect 40 minute restarts).

Outdoor Practical 
Saturday 29 January 

10am - 4pm 
An outdoor day putting the theories into 

practice and involving lots of tips, 
compass bearings, route choices, 

measuring and pacing distances. Some 
contour interpretation.

Bring map and compass as described for 
the Zoom workshop. I have a small 

number of spare ones if you are without. 
There will be some (slow) running but 

also a lot of stops. Dress for the weather 
at 350m height and bring a warm layer 

for stops and lunch.

Venue is Boltby Forest, Dale Town Moor 
& Hambleton Road in the NY Moors. 

Meeting place is Sneck Yate Car Park. 
Nearest postcode: YO7 2HP
Grid reference: SE 509877
W3W: blocks.swims.truly

Participants to meet from 9.45am for a 
10am prompt start. Bring a packed lunch  
which we will try and eat in a sheltered 

part of the forest. Unfortunately the 
delightful High Paradise Farm cafe is 

closed for winter.


